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To all, whon, it invally concerro

-

Beit known that I, EUGENEMCLEAN LONG,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Washington,in the District of Columbia, have
5 invented certain new and useful Improve
ments in Pocket Type-Writers; and I do de

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my pocket
recording device, showing the same held in
the hand of the operator. Fig. 2 is a verti

cal sectional view through the casing, show 55
ing the mechanism in side elevation therein.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view on line elf of Fig. 2
looking down on the levers. Fig. 4 is a hori
Zontal sectional view on line h, k of Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 is a vertical section on line a b of Fig. 2.
Fig. 6 is a vertical section on line cd of Fig.
2; and Fig. 7 is an enlarged detail in per
spective of the member which prints the ver
tical dashes, showing the ratchet-pawl piv
oted thereto.
65
Reference now being had to the details of
the drawings by letter, A designates the cas
ing of my pocket recording device, which is
preferably of rectangularshape, and mounted
on horizontal stub-shafts B and B' in said cas
ing are the reels C and C", upon one of which,
as C, the strip of paper D is wound, the other
end passing over the reel C". As will be ob
served in the drawings, the shaft carrying the
reel C" is preferably hexagonal shape and fits
a similar-shaped aperture in the reel C", caus 75
ing both to rotate together, and the ratchet
wheel D' is mounted on said shaft and rotates
with the reel C. Between said reels is a
standard E. This standard has arms E°, in

clare the following to be a full, clear, and ex
act description of the invention, such as will
enable others skilled in the art to which it ap
Io pertains to make and use the same, reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, and
to the letters of reference marked thereon,
which form a part of this specification.
This invention relates to new and useful
15 improvements in recorders, and especially to
a pocket recording device in which are pro
vided a series of keys which are adapted to
be operated by the fingers of one hand of a
person while held in the pocket, whereby im
20 pressions are made by the type carried by
said keys on a tape of paper which is auto
matically Wound from one reel to another and
adjacent to a cushion-block against which the
type of the key is forced, a suitable inking
25 ribbon being interposed between the coil of
paper and the cushion-block.
More specifically the invention resides in a
series of keys which are spring-actuated and
adapted at each depression of any one of the
3o keys to cause a vertical dash to be printed on which are journaled stub-shafts F, on which
the paper and each key, according to the pres
inking-ribbon F" winds, and on the upper
sure which is applied to it, being adapted to the
end
of said standard is disposed a rubber
print either a dot or a dash, as the case may cushion
G, the upper surface of which cush
require, said vertical dash being merely a ion is adjacent
the inking-ribbon F", as
5 guide to show the relative positions of the clearly shown intoFig.
the drawings.
dots and dashes which are made by the keys. Journaled in opposite6 of
longitudinal
of
By this device it is my purpose to print by the casing are the stub-shafts H, onwalls
which
means of a code of dots and dashes sufficient are mounted the levers K, which are prefer.
characters to record any conversation. .
ably. L-shaped and carry at their free ends
40 To these ends and to such others as the in the type K, which are utilized in making im
vention may pertain the same consists, fur pressions on the recording-strip D. At each
ther, in the novel construction, combination,
of the casing, on its inner Walls, are the
and adaptation of parts, as will be hereinaf end
springs
L, the free ends of which bear yield
termore fully described and then specific ingly against
the outer ends of said levers, as 95
45 ally defined in the appended claims.
shown
clearly
Fig. 2 of the drawings, these
My invention is clearly illustrated in the springs being inprovided
to return the levers
accompanying drawings, which, with the let to their starting positions
after being de
ters of reference marked thereon, form a part pressed for the purpose of causing
an impres
of this application, and in which drawings sion to be made on the recording-strip.
In OO
5o similar letters of reference indicate like parts order to limit the upward throw of said levers,
throughout the several views, in which
stops M are provided, against which the up
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pressing in one of the keys a type is brought
per edges of the levers strike after being de in
contact with theinking-ribbon under which
pressed and thrown back to their normal po rests
the recording-strip of paper on which
sitions under tension of the springs L. It the impression
is to be made. This contact
will be noted upon examination of Fig. 6 of prints first a vertical
dash when either of the
the drawings that the lugs or type K on each four keys is depressed,
and by applying a
of said levers are in contact with one another
or less pressure to any one of said
and their free ends are tapered to a ridge with greater
an apex, as K, which when being lightly de keys either a dot or a horizontal dash (with 75
to said vertical dash) is printed.
pressed against the cushion, between which reference
As
the
type
end of the lever Q is depressed the
O and the said type has been interposed an ink
ing-ribbon and recording-strip, will cause a pawl, which is always held in contact with
dot to be printed, but under greater pressure the teeth of the ratchet-wheel, is raised one
will cause a horizontaldashtobeprinted on the tooth, and on the return movement of said
carried by the lever O to its normal po
recording-strip. Each of these levers, which type,
sition, a partial revolution is imparted to the
are of similar construction, have similar reel
on which the recording-strip is wound,
shaped type, there being preferably four num
making room for the next character to
bers corresponding to the four fingers of one thus
printed. From the foregoing it will be
hand of the operator, and by depressing one be
that by bringing into combination with
or the other of these type a dot or dash may noted
vertical dash either the dot in four posi
be printed in any one of the four positions the
or the dash in four positions relative to
with relation to the vertical dash, which is tions
the vertical dasha complete code is produced,
printed at each depression of any one of the whereby
any conversation maybe taken down.
four keys. In order to guide the keys, the
numerals and other signs recorded, and
blocks T are provided, which bear against Iand
able by this arrangement of keyboard
the outer faces of the outer keys, as shown amonly
to make letters as described, but also
plainly in Fig. 6 of the drawings. Mounted not
to make the letters of the Morse telegraph
on said levers are the keys N, the upper edges alphabet
with a slight alteration in the posi
of which are preferably flush with the edge of tions of the
95
and the dashes.
the casing containing the recording mechan It is at oncedots
evident
that
the
use
of
the
com
ism. One side of the casing A'ishinged, as
of keys herein described may, if for
at a, so as to allow of access being had to the bination
any reason it should be desired, be in con
parts within the casing.
nection with characters other than those de
The lever which prints the vertical dashes scribed,
OO
or Roman type may be used.
is designated in the drawings by letter Q and
Having thus described my invention, what
35 is pivoted to a shaft Q' and has the type Par
ranged at the free end of said lever and di I claim to be new, and desire to secure by
Patent, is
rectly over the cushion against which theim Letters
pression is made. A spring Q bears yield 1. A pocket recording device comprising in
ingly against the outer portion of lever Q to combination with the casing and reels mount
ed therein, the ratchet-wheel secured to one
40 return same to its normal position after its of
said reels, a standard, an impression-block
inner end has been depressed, and as the le mounted
between the reels and over which a
ver returns to its starting or normal position recording-strip
is designed to pass, the - IO
the strip of paper is wound on the reel C". shaped type-carrying
levers pivoted at their
Pivoted to the opposite end of said lever is a angled ends, of springs
yieldingly
45 pawl R, the hooked end of which is designed against said ends, each ofbearing
said type having
to engage with the teeth on the circumference a pointed apex and designed
when pressed
of the ratchet-wheel D', and a spring Risse lightly to make a dot and under
a heavier
cured to the casing and has its free end bear pressure to make a dash, a vertical dash-print
ing against said pawl in order to keep the ing lever pivoted to the casing, and a pawl II5
hooked end of the latter in engagement with
the teeth of the ratchet. In order to allow pivoted to its outer end and spring designed
hold the hooked end of said pawl in engage
said reel to rotate in only one direction, a pawl to
with the ratchet-wheel on the reel at the
S is provided, which engages with the teeth ment
of any one of said keys.
of the ratchet, as shown clearly in Fig. 2 of depression
2.
In
a
pocket
recording device, the com
the
drawings.
55
To make it convenient for removing the bination with the casing, the standard, the
flange S from its shaft or axle B, I provide impression-block mounted thereon, reels, and
ratchet-wheel secured to one of said reels, the
the wedge-shaped hub S' on the flange S, apivoted
keys and type carried thereby, the I25
whichfits snugly in the aperture in the reel C, lever pivoted
to the casing and having a ver
in the space between said reel and the sleeve tical dash-printing
type integral with one end
of the head S, and by forcing this wedge
shaped hubportion into said space, the flanges of said lever, which is disposed underneath
will clamp against the edges of the reel C, as the series of levers adapted to be actuated
any one of said type-levers is op
will be understood and as illustrated in Fig. 4 whenever
erated, the pawl pivoted to said lever and de
65 of the drawings.
The instrument is operated as follows: By signed to engage with the teeth of said ratchet
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wheel, whereby as any key is depressed the
recording-strip is adapted to be actuated, as
shown and described.
3. In a pocket-recorder, the combination
with the casing having a hinged face, the
standard, the impression-block mounted
thereon, the reels, ratchet-wheel secured to
One of the latter, the type-keys mounted in
pairs and on common pivots at the opposite
IO ends of said casing and in parallel rows, stops
disposed over said keys to limit their upward
throw, and guide-blocks against which the
outer faces of said type engage, and the lever
having a dash-printing type designed to be

3

actuated when any of said keys are depressed, I5
and means for operating the reels as the keys
are depressed.
4. A pocket type-writer comprising a cas
ing, printing mechanism and finger-keys, lo
cated and constructed so that the instrument 2 o
may be held in and operated by one hand,
substantially as set forth.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
Witnesses:

EUGENE MCLEAN LONG.

MARSHALL F. CAPRON,
MALCOLM WIKSTROM.

